
The Cheshire East
local plan has been
agreed by the Council.
Unfortunately, it
contains a number of
sites suggested for
development which
local Lib Dems
opposed on behalf of
Alsager residents.

At the special council meeting
on 28th February, Lib Dem
Councillors Rod Fletcher and
Shirley Jones moved an
amendment to reduce the
number of houses to be built in
Alsager and to delete the
Whitemoss site from the plan
completely.

However,the ruling Tories
voted en bloc to keep the
plans for 350 homes at
Whitemoss and also insisted

Alsager should have a
minimum of 1,600 houses,
including land at Rhodes Field
and land off Hall Drive. Derek
Hough said
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1600+ New Homes Plan Agreed

● We now have new toilets,
thanks to the generosity of
Twyfords who donated the
sanitary ware and Alsager
Town Council who funded the
work.  The new look foyer has
a decided ‘wow’ factor and we
have extra storage at the
rear.  The electric doors make
disabled access easier and the

updated frontage puts the
building on the map.
● All this helps to attract
more business.  We aim to
make the Alsager Civic cost
neutral for the  town.  Our
next venture is to refurbish
the meeting room and,
hopefully, apply for a licence
for civil weddings.

● We thank the Civic staff
who’ve managed to keep
many  activities running
during  refurbishment.  We
must also  thank the residents
of Alsager who give their time
and expertise.
● Alsager Lib Dem Councillors
are proud to be associated
with this project.

Refurbishment
of Alsager
Civic

Whitemoss -  350
homes will be built
here

It’s taken twenty
years - but at last:
NEW CROSSING for

CREWE ROAD !
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Alsager Liberal Democrat
Councillors are at your service:

PLANTS, BRIC-A BRAC,
BOOKS, STAMPS,

TOMBOLA and PRODUCE
STALLS.

SATURDAY 29 MARCH 2014
ALSAGER CIVIC 9.30AM TO 11.30AM

-

(Accompanied children free)

SPRING FAIR

If you  look
on the
Environment
Agency (EÁ)
website you
will see
that land
along the
Valley
Brook is
classed as
an area
likely to flood.

The culverted Excalibur
Brook enters the Valley
Brook above Fanny’s
Croft.  This important
area is the only ‘holding
area’ before the brook
speeds along to the land
south of Hall Drive -
where a recent outline
planning application was
approved.  Any
increased flow will

render this site even
more dangerous for
houses and also the
footpath along the brook

Derek Hough has
attacked the decision to
allow more homes to be
built here and has been
in touch with the EA and
the Cheshire East flood
manager about possible
action to keep the risk of
flooding to a minimum.

New Building at Hall Drive

Valley
Brook -
an area
likely to
flood

The latest target date for the
moving of the 30 M.P.H. Zone
on Crewe Road to the west of
Close Lane is now imminent.
Some alterations to the road
markings on Crewe Road have
already been made - which, in
the opinion of Highways
Officers, will make the road
safer.

Change in 30 M.P.H. zone

An EXTRA £1300 for each
disadvantaged pupil in Alsager

Lib Dem success in Government

One of the Liberal
Democrats’ major
manifesto pledges,
the Pupil Premium,
has already helped
many Alsager
children and their
schools. Last year
£900 was provided
for every pupil from
a less well off or  disadvantaged
background to help them achieve their full
potential at school.
Now Rod Fletcher is delighted to report that this
amount is this year being increased to £1300,
following an announcement from Nick Clegg.

878516

The wet weather seems
to have made potholes
and  blocked grids
worse. Pressure from
Rod Fletcher has got
some roads resurfaced
but others need doing.
We will push for the
main road within the
village to be resurfaced
and of course, all
potholes will be

repaired as they get bad
enough.
The majority of the
blocked grids are
caused by the lack of
routine maintenance.
By now Cheshire East
Council should have a
list of grids which block
regularly.  We will try to
get them cleared before
they block.

Filling Potholes & Unblocking Grids


